
Autobiography 
 

I was born and raised in Pingtung city, Taiwan, May9, 1995. I have a sister younger 

than me for 2 years, and living with father, mother and sister. I love foreign style used 

to listen English songs, TED, read newspaper in English, compliance with my outgoing 

and talkative of my character and my hobbit is shopping and travelling. 

 

My mother has her own restaurant, ever lunch time I will go to assist her, the 

restaurant only she to manage all thing have not any employee inside, she is a super 

woman and I love her so much. My father is a famer although was a boss of factory 

before, since he could not work anymore but at least he take care of our family a lot. 

 

I had job experience in Taiwan and Singapore, was a part time job and timing staff, 

one a special work in was funeral service, every work time in the early morning, at 

the beginning hard to adjust my lifestyle, a good thing the job had been 2 years, the 

another was sold watches in department store, since I was the company my boss 

satisfied of sales performance monthly, at that time before was not a good 

conversation with stranger, every jobs were full of challenges and I just want to do 

better and better. The gap year since September 2014, went to Singapore to study 

language school for one year, and the part of middle time got a part time jobs same 

as before do a watches sales, differently point should be speaking English all time 

with consumers. 

 

I do not like studying too much when I was in secondary, so my achievement in 

school not good at all, oppositely interested language so much, and I choose to study 

Japanese in the high school, actually I would like learning English than Japanese, but 

for me both are fine, any language I can do it, just hard to learn and talking more, the 

situation was been unbalance between the two language on pronunciation, it was so 

headache to me that totally differently tone, for example if upgrade speaking ability 

in Japanese and then my tone has become very strange in English, finally after the 

gap year my English is so good. 

 

The reading project I would like to go another university in Taichung or Kaohsiung, 

the strength is majoring in those two language school, learning more skill for 

translation Mandarin to English and English to Mandarin, however my goal is 

professional expertise in one thing. The wish in life is travel around the world and to 

visit my good friends in each country, the travel that can make me up to meditate 

something are not smooth among find out the best way. 


